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Employee Pricing Event—Saturday, April 10 9am-noon

10

extra

%
off

appliances, electronics, tools, lawn and garden,
auto services, floor care, sporting goods, fitness,
housewares, matresses, luggage and home fashions

valid April 10,
9am-noon

20

extra

%
off

women’s, men’s and kids’ apparel, Lands’ End® apparel,
intimate apparel, cosmetics, fragrances, accessories,
fine jewelry, watches and shoes

Associate discount not valid with Employee Pricing Event savings. Employee Pricing event savings off
regular, sale and clearance prices apply to merchandise only. May not be used to reduce a layaway or
Associate discount not valid with Employee Pricing Event savings. Employee Pricing event savings
credit balance. Not valid on Special Purchases, Price Drop items, Introductory Offers, everyday great
off regular and sale prices apply to merchandise only. May not be used to reduce a layaway or credit
price items, Sealy® Union LTD, Sealy Alford, Sertapedic® Oak Park, Sertapedic Greenville Limited and
balance. Not valid on clearance, Special Purchases, Price Drop items, Introductory Offers, everyday
Sears-O-Pedic® Paramus mattresses, video game hardware, TVs under 46”, Samsung, Sony, prepaid
great price items, Levi’s®, Two Hearts Maternity by Destination Maternity™, landsend.com, Lands’
calling cards, iTunes, iPod®, DSLR, lenses, converter boxes, baby gear and nursery furniture, fitness
®
®
®
merchandise on sears.com, Lands’ End® Canvas, Excelled Leather, Celestial Star™ diamonds,
End
accessories, Electrolux, Electrolux Icon, Jenn-Air, Weber , J.A. Henckels , fans, water heaters, air
Personalized Jewelry, custom jewelry, items powered by shoebuy.com, Skechers Shape Ups and
cleaners, humidifiers, dehumidifiers, air conditioners, countertop microwaves, sewing machines, vac
Reebok
SimplyTone shoes, Wittnauer, Steinhausen, EMC Outerwear, baby gear and nursery furniture,
bags, belts, filters, carpet cleaning chemicals, closeouts and accessories, Sears licensed businesses,
Sears licensed businesses, Sears licensed partners and web sites, Digital Services, “Sears Presents”
Sears licensed partners and web sites, Digital Services, “Sears Presents” web sites, catalog orders,
web
sites,
catalog orders, Gift Cards, money orders and wire transfers. Not valid on commercial orders
Gift Cards, money orders and wire transfers. Not valid on commercial orders or with any other coupons
or with any other coupons or previous purchases. In the event of a return, savings may be deducted
or previous purchases. In the event of a return, savings may be deducted from refund. Discount is
from
refund.
Discount is applied before sales tax and cannot be used with any other coupon or coupon
applied before sales tax and cannot be used with any other coupon or coupon code. Void where proVoid where prohibited by law. Any other use constitutes fraud. Cash value 1/20 cent.
In an
event
hibited by law. Any other use constitutes fraud. Cash value 1/20 cent. In an event of a return, coupon
Valid
April
Validcode.
of
a
return,
coupon
savings may be deducted from your refund. © 2010 Sears Brands, LLC. Sales
savings may be deducted from your refund. © 2010 Sears Brands, LLC. Sales associate: if unable
10, 2010
associate: if unable to scan, manually enter the coupon number. Employee Pricing discounts
are in
to scan, manually enter the coupon number. Employee Pricing discounts are loaded automatically in
U.S.A. only,
loaded automatically in cart when purchasing online (8pm CT 4/9 thru 2pm CT 4/10 on sears.com).
cart when purchasing online (8pm CT 4/9 thru 2pm CT 4/10 on sears.com). Online discount applies toMONTH 00, 0000 TO
items marked “sold by Sears” only. Online discount applies to appliances only from 9am CT 4/10 to MONTH 00, 0000 in U.S.A. only,Online discount applies to items marked “sold by Sears” only.
12pm CT 4/10.
not to be used with any other
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